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Abstra t
Consider an arbitrary distributed network in whi h large numbers of obje ts are ontinuously
being reated, repli ated, and destroyed. A basi problem arising in su h an environment is
that of organizing a distributed dire tory servi e for lo ating obje t opies. In this paper, we
present a new data tra king s heme for lo ating nearby opies of obje ts in arbitrary distributed
environments.
Our tra king s heme supports eÆ ient a esses to data obje ts while keeping the lo al
memory overhead low. In parti ular, our tra king s heme a hieves an expe ted polylog(n)approximation in the ost of any a ess operation, for an arbitrary network. The memory
overhead in urred by our s heme is O(polylog(n)) times the maximum number of obje ts stored
at any node, with high probability. We also show that our tra king s heme adapts well to
dynami hanges in the network.
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Introdu tion

Repli ation is a powerful tool in the design of s alable high-performan e distributed systems. For
example, the s alability problem that arises when a large number of lients simultaneously a ess a
single obje t (the \hot spot" problem) an be addressed by reating several opies of the obje t and
then distributing the load among these opies. As another example, the laten y asso iated with
a essing an obje t at some distant node of a large network an often be redu ed by a hing. Indeed,
large-s ale repli ation and ooperative a hing are entral themes that underlie the emergen e of
the paradigms of ontent delivery networks and peer-to-peer networking. A basi problem arising in
su h repli ated data environments is that of organizing a distributed dire tory servi e for lo ating
obje t opies. In this paper, we present a new data tra king s heme for lo ating nearby opies of
obje ts in arbitrary distributed environments. Our tra king s heme des ribes the ontrol stru tures
that need to be stored at the network nodes, de nes proto ols for lo ating \ lose" opies of data
obje ts, and proto ols for updating our ontrol stru tures in ase of insertions and deletions of
opies. We also onsider the adaptability of our s heme as nodes enter and leave the system.
We represent the network by a olle tion V of n nodes with a single ommuni ation ost fun tion
that takes into a ount the ombined e e t of network parameters su h as ongestion, edge delays,
edge apa ities, distan e and bu er spa e. The ost of ommuni ation is de ned by a fun tion
: V ! R . For any two nodes u and v in V , (u; v) is the minimum ost of transmitting a unit
size message from node u to node v. We assume that is a metri | that is, it is symmetri and
satis es the triangle inequality. In the remainder of this paper, we will address the proximity of
two nodes u and v | e.g., u is lose to v, the distan e between u and v, or u is near to v | always
with respe t to the ost of ommuni ation (u; v) between these nodes.
An important measure of the eÆ ien y of a data tra king s heme is the stret h fa tor, whi h
ompares the ost in urred by the tra king s heme to the optimal ommuni ation ost. Formally,
the stret h fa tor of an a ess, insert or delete operation at a node u for an obje t A is the ratio of
the a tual ommuni ation ost in urred by the data tra king system in performing the operation
to (u; v), where v 6= u is the node nearest node to u that holds a opy of A; if there is no
su h v, then we set the stret h fa tor to be the ratio of the ost in urred to diam(G), where
diam(G) = maxu;v (u; v ) is the diameter of the network.
A hallenge in designing eÆ ient tra king s hemes is to a hieve a low stret h fa tor while maintaining small ontrol stru tures at the network nodes. Consider a naive approa h that optimizes
the stret h fa tor for the read operation by storing at ea h node the lo ation of the losest opy
of ea h obje t in the network. The ontrol memory required at ea h node is prohibitive sin e it
is proportional to the total number of obje ts in the system. Furthermore, when any obje t opy
is inserted or deleted, a large number of nodes (possibly, all) need to be informed. Clearly, the
memory overhead required at ea h node is also an important performan e metri of a data tra king
s heme. Let ` denote an upper bound on the maximum number of obje ts that may be stored on
any individual node. We relate the amount of memory required by our data tra king s heme to `.
Formally, we measure the memory overhead at ea h node by the fra tion of lo al memory that is
used for ontrol stru tures.
A nal performan e metri that we onsider is how the s heme adapts to dynami hanges in
the network under the assumption that the ost metri does not hange. We adopt the following
model for this study. We assume that the set V of nodes and the ost fun tion are xed; however,
individual nodes may enter or leave the data management system. When a node leaves the system,
the fun tionality provided by the node needs to be taken over by the rest of the network. Similarly,
in order to a hieve s alability, when new nodes enter the system, some of the data stru ture needs
to be distributed among the new nodes. We evaluate the adaptability of a tra king s heme by the
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number of nodes that are updated when a node enters or leaves the system.
1.1

Our

ontributions

Our main ontribution in this work is the development of the rst data tra king s heme for arbitrary
networks, that simultaneously a hieves polylogarithmi approximations in stret h fa tors for a ess,
insert and delete operations, as well as for lo al memory overhead per node. Our data tra king
s heme is based on a randomized hierar hi al de omposition te hnique of Bartal [8℄, that partitions
the network into disjoint lusters at various degrees of lo ality. The proto ol for a essing an obje t
in our tra king s heme is to sear h for the obje t level by level, from the smallest lusters to the
largest, until an obje t opy is found (if it exists).
A hallenge is then to provide an eÆ ient me hanism for sear hing within a luster that keeps
the memory overhead low and adapts qui kly to hanges in the network. For this purpose, we
embedd de Bruijn networks into the lusters. This embedding is used in order to guide a ess
requests within the luster via hashed pointers to relevant obje t opies.
Another important feature of our tra king s heme is that it needs to store only a small number
of signposts (pointers) for every data obje t. Typi ally, these signposts are tuples of obje t names
(obje t IDs) and node addresses. We assume that both the obje t IDs and the node addresses
have a unique integer representation that an be stored in a onstant number of words. We now
summarize the main properties of our data tra king s heme.
 The stret h fa tor for any read operation is O(log n).
 The expe ted stret h fa tor for any insert or delete operation is O(log n). (The worst ase
ost for these operations is O(diam(G)log n).)
 The lo al memory requirement is

O ` log(minfdiam(G); ng)(log n + log `) + log(minfdiam(G); ng)log n
words, w.h.p. . Assuming ` is polynomially bounded in n, our upper bound on the lo al
memory requirement simpli es to O(` log n + log n).
 The amortized adaptability of our tra king s heme is O(log n).
The logarithmi fa tors in the stret h are partially derived from the properties of a network de omposition of Bartal [9℄, as we will see in Se tions 3 and 4. Utilizing improved lustering te hniques
may result in better stret h fa tors. For example, for planar graphs one an divide the bounds for
the stret h by a log log n fa tor by employing a lustering algorithm of [15℄. Furthermore, in reasing
the bound on the memory requirement by only an additive O(n) term, for onstant  > 0, redu es
the bounds on the stret h by a fa tor of (log n= log log n). Finally, if one only wants a guarantee
for the expe ted stret h for read operations, then one an drop another log n fa tor in all bounds
for stret h and memory requirement (a simpli ed su h s heme, whi h only provides guarantees on
the expe ted ost of a read operation, is presented in Se tion 3).
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We use the abbreviation \w.h.p." throughout the paper to mean \with high probability" or, more pre isely, \with
probability 1 n , where n is the number of nodes in the network and is a onstant that an be set arbitrarily
large by appropriately adjusting other onstants de ned within the relevant ontext."
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1.2

Related Work

The lustering and de omposition te hniques of Bartal [8, 9, 15℄ build on the seminal work of
Awerbu h and Peleg [6℄ (see also [4℄), who provide the rst low-diameter hierar hi al de omposition
for arbitrary networks. These lustering te hniques, in general, have found several appli ations in
distributed networks, and network algorithms su h as maintaining routing tables [5℄, distributed
data management [2, 10, 3℄, tra king of mobile users [7℄, network design [22℄, and lo ating Internet
servers [13℄.
Closely related to our work is the study of distributed paging [3, 23℄, whi h addresses a more
general online adversarial version of the problem that we onsider in this paper. The distributed
algorithm of [3℄ a hieves polylog(n)- ompetitiveness in terms of a ess ost. Their study does not
address the overhead due to ontrol information, however, and dire t extension of their results to
our problem may require lo al memory proportional to the number of obje ts.
The randomized tra king s heme of Plaxton, Rajaraman, and Ri ha [20℄ addresses many of the
same on erns that we onsider in this paper. Their proto ol, whi h has also been implemented
as part of a large-s ale persistent obje t repository named O eanstore [16℄, a hieves a onstantfa tor approximation in expe ted a ess ost for a restri ted lass of ommuni ation ost fun tions
motivated by hierar hi al networks. Ours, in ontrast, a hieves a O(polylog(n)) approximation for
arbitrary networks.
The idea of partioning the network into lusters and allo ating pointers (and opies) inside
the lusters using hash fun tions was introdu ed by Maggs et all. in [18℄. The data manangement
s hemes presented in [18℄, however, assume unbounded memory and are restri ted to stru tured
networks like meshes and hierar hi al networks. In [19℄, these s hemes are generalized to broader
lasses of networks and also lo al memory onstraints are in orporated. These memory onstraints,
however, are only w.r.t. the stored opies but not the pointers to these opies, whi h in turn is our
main on ern in this paper. Other work on data management for restri ted network models an be
found, e.g., in [1℄ and [14℄.
2

Te hni al overview

Our s heme is based on a hierar hi al lustering H = H (G) of a network G = (V; E ). We break
the network into disjoint lusters (i.e., subsets of nodes) with smaller diameter . These lusters are
partitioned re ursively until we rea h single nodes. In parti ular, we demand that the diameter of
a hild luster is at most half the diameter of the parent luster.
The lustering de nes a de omposition tree T (H ) whose nodes represent the lusters of H . In
parti ular, the root of the tree represents the luster V , and the hildren of a luster C represent
the lusters into whi h C is partitioned a ording to H . Also, every leaf of the de omposition tree
orresponds to a luster ontaining a single node, and therefore represents a distin t node of the
graph G. The length of an edge in T (H ) onne ting a parent luster C with a hild luster C 0 is
de ned by diam(C ), where diam(C ) denotes the (weak) diameter of C .
We will use randomly generated luster onstru tions: The luster hierar hy H is hosen at
random from a distribution H = H(G) of hierar hi al lusterings on G. The performan e of
our data tra king s heme depends on the quality of the hierar hi al lusterings obtained by the
randomized onstru tion s heme. The most important quality measure is the stret h fa tor of H ,
denoted by s(H), whi h is equal to the maximum stret h fa tor su;v (H) over all pairs of nodes
2
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We onsider weak diameters. The
between any pair of nodes in C .

(weak) diameter

of a luster
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C

is the maximum ost of ommuni ation

in

G

u; v

2 V , where


(
)
su;v (H) = Ex
(1)
distG (u; v )
with distG(u; v) and distT H (u; v) denoting the ost of ommuni ation between nodes u and v
w.r.t. G (given by the ost fun tion ) and as de ned by the lustering de omposition tree T (H ),
respe tively (Observe that distT H u;v is a random variable w.r.t. the random hoi e of H from
H.). Another quality measure is the depth d(H) of the lustering s heme, whi h we de ne to be
the maximum height of the lustering tree T (H ) over all H in H.
In Se tions 3 and 4, we will prove the following theorem, whi h relates the performan e of our
data tra king s heme to the quality of the randomized lustering s heme. (Re all that n denotes
the number of nodes and ` denotes the maximum number of obje ts that may be hold by a single
node.)
Theorem 1 Given a graph G with lustering s heme H = H(G), there exists a randomized data
tra king algorithm with (deterministi ) stret h fa tor O(s(H)logk n log n) for read requests, expe ted
stret h fa tor O(s(H)logk n log n) for insert and delete requests and memory overhead of
O (`d(H)(log n + log `) + d(H)(k + log n)log n) ;
words at ea h node, w.h.p, for every 2  k  n.
It remains to des ribe how the results presented in Se tion 1 an be derived from Theorem 1.
In [8℄, Bartal presents a probabilisti approximation of metri spa es by so- alled hierar hi al well
separated trees (HSTs). In fa t, the onstru tion of these trees is based on a hierar hi al partitioning
s heme with small stret h and depth. Meanwhile the original results of Bartal have been improved.
The urrently best known bounds are
 for general graphs [9℄: s(H) = log n log log n, d(H) = minfdiam(G); log ng,
 for planar graphs [15℄: s(H) = log n, d(H) = minfdiam(G); log ng.
Combining these bounds with Theorem 1 (for k = log n) yields the results stated in Se tion 1.1.
In Se tion 3, we will show how to obtain an upper bound on the expe ted stret h fa tor for all
operations and on the memory overhead. Then, in Se tion 4, we will build on the results proved
in Se tion 3, showing how to a hieve a deterministi stret h for the read operation if we use log n
opies of the data stru ture de ned in Se tion 3. Finally, in Se tion 5 we will investigate the
adaptability of our s heme. We on lude with some dire tions for future work in Se tion 6.
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Minimizing expe ted stret h

In this se tion, we will show a slightly weaker version of Theorem 1. The following lemma bounds
only the expe ted stret h for a ess operations.
Main Lemma 2 For every graph G with randomized lustering s heme H = H(G) there exists a
data tra king algorithm with expe ted stret h O(s(H)logk n) and lo al memory requirement



 
log
`
O d(H) ` 1 +
log n + log n + k) ;
words, w.h.p., for every 2  k  n.
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In Se tion 3.1, we will rst present a simple data tra king s heme that a hieves small expe ted
stret h but stores all information regarding the state of all opies in a luster on a single node,
the so- alled \leader node". In Se tions 3.2 and 3.3, we will show how to redu e the lo al memory
requirement by embedding de Bruijn graphs into the lusters.
3.1

The

luster leader

on ept

Let us assume that ea h luster has a spe ial node that holds all relevant information about opies
in the luster. For a luster C , this node is alled the luster leader L(C ). does not are about
memory. We maintain the following invariant.
Invariant 3 Suppose C 0 is the hild luster of a luster C . For every data obje t A, L(C ) holds a
signpost for A pointing to L(C 0) i C 0 holds a opy of A.
Using this invariant, one an always nd a lose opy by following the shortest path in the
de omposition tree T (H ). Re all that a node u 2 V orresponds to a leave in T (H ). If u sear hes
for an obje t A then it simply an send a message upward in the de omposition tree until it rea hes
a signpost for A, that is,
 the message follows the hain of luster leaders representing the lusters on the path upward
in the de omposition tree,
 the message is stopped as soon as it rea hes a luster leader L(C ) of a luster C holding a
signpost for A, and then
 the message follows the hain of signposts downwards until it rea hes a opy of A on a node
v.
The above path is alled the sear h path of u for A. We denote its length by `(u; A). Clearly, if u
issues a read request to A, then one only has to perform a sear h to a opy and return the absolute
address of node v. In ase of an insert of a opy on u, in ea h luster C one follows the sear h path
of u for A and, at every luster C on this path, one follows a path to L(C ), adding a signpost for
A at L(C ). Similarly, in ase of a delete of a opy on u, one follows the sear h path of u for A and,
for every luster C on this path, one follows a path to L(C ), removing the signpost for A at L(C ).
Thus, the ost for read, insert and delete operations are bounded above by O(`(u; A)).
Next we give an upper bound on `(u; A). Let distG(u; A) and distT H (u; A) denote the distan e
between u and the losest opy of A on another node wrt G and T (H ), resp.
Lemma 4 E [`(u; A)℄  2s(H)  distG (u; A).
Proof. Let vG and vT H denote the losest node wrt G and T (H ), resp., holding a opy of A.
Observe that possibly, v 6= vT H 6= vG. Invariant 3, however, yields that we always nd a opy
in the smallest luster ontaining u and a opy of A. As the osts for edges in T (H ) de rease
geometri ally by a fa tor of two from the root to the leaves, we obtain
`(u; A) = distT H (u; v )
 2distT H (u; vT H )
 2distT H (u; vT H )
(
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(

)

(
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Furthermore,

[

(

E distT (H ) u; vT (H )

)℄  s(H)  distG(u; vT H )
 s(H)  distG(u; vG )
= s(H)  distG(u; A) ;
(

)

whi h yields the lemma.
ut
A naive implementation of Invariant 3 requires that a luster leader of a luster with  hildren
has to store up to  signposts per luster. We on lude this se tion by showing that one an redistribute the signposts in su h a way that the memory requirement per luster leader is independent
from .
Lemma 5 Using luster leaders, every
A an be performed at ost O ` u; A
lusters that ontain a opy of A.

((

a ess, insert, or delete operation of a node u wrt an obje t

)) storing only O(1) signposts for A on the leader of those

. Let C ; : : : ; CÆ denote those hild lusters of C = C that ontain a opy of A. Then we
onne t these lusters in a doubly linked list so that L(Ci) holds pointers to L(Ci ) and L(Ci ),
for 0  i  Æ. In this way, one an eÆ iently sear h for a opy in C by following the pointer to C .
Furthermore, insertions and deletions of opies an be implemented using standard operations for
doubly lists requiring only to hange two pointers in the list. Ea h hange of a pointer osts O(C ).
Thus, the ost for insertions and deletions of opies are not a e ted signi antly.
ut

Proof

1

0

+1

1

1

3.2

The distributed

on ept

The obvious drawba k of the luster leader on ept is that the leader node needs to store signposts
to all opies in a luster (eventually signposts to all opies in the whole network). To over ome
this problem one might de ne di erent leader nodes for di erent obje ts using a hash fun tion
that distributes the signposts evenly among the nodes in a luster. A naive implementation of
this on ept, however, assumes that every node is known by every other node in the luster. For
example, a typi al implementation of a hash fun tion requires that the nodes in a luster are
numbered in a onse utive fashion. However, even if the nodes in the network are numbered from
0 to n 1, the lo ality onditions of the lusters an produ e arbitrary subsets of these numbers.
We will number the nodes in di erent lusters independently. In this way, we an ompute
a hash fun tion that maps signposts to nodes. However, we do not want to store giganti tables
translating the labels for all nodes in all lusters into physi al addresses. Instead we will lo ate
the pseudo-randomly distributed signposts by following shortest paths in an embedded de Bruijn
graph. In this way, we an ensure that every node has to store only its own label and the labels
of a few other nodes in ea h of the d(H) lusters in whi h it is ontained. In the following, this
on ept is explained in more detail.
We assign keys to the obje ts. For an obje t A 2 A, let key(A) denote the
key of obje t . Keys are not unique, we hoose them from the set [P ℄ using a hash fun tion,
where  jAj is a prime number. The hash fun tion is hosen as follows. As suggested by
Carter and Wegmann [11℄, we draw a polynomial f from a lass of integer polynomials F of
degree q = O(log(`n)). (Observe that the representation of f requires only q words.) We de ne
key (A) = f (int(A)), where int(A) is a unique integer representation of A in ZP . This polynomial
hashing s heme guarantees q-wise independen e. In parti ular, we an on lude the following
lemma.

Hash fun tion.
A
P

6

Lemma 6 (Carter and Wegmann [11℄)
olle tion of q distin t obje ts A1 ; : : : ; Aq ,

Let

M

P

and

m

2 [M ℄ be two integers.

Prob [(key(A1 ) mod M ) = (key(A2 ) mod M ) =    = (key(Aq ) mod M ) = m℄





For every

2 q

M

:

Now, for ea h luster C , we number the nodes in C from 0 to jC 1j. The signposts of an
obje t A are stored on the node with label homeC (A) = key(A) mod jC j.
In order to avoid large tables that translate the virtual node
labels within the lusters into physi al addresses, we embedd a dlog jC je-dimensional de Bruijn
graph into ea h luster C . This graph onsists of 2d jC je verti es whose labels are dlog jC je-ary
binary strings that an be identi ed with integers from 0 : : : 2d jC je 1. Any de Bruijn vertex
with integer label ` is hosted by the luster node with label ` mod jC j. Observe that ea h luster
node hosts either one or two de Bruijn verti es.
In the de Bruijn graph, there is a dire ted edge from ea h node with label u ; u ; : : : ; u jC j to
the nodes with labels u ; : : : ; u jC j; 0 and u ; : : : ; u jC j; 1. The diameter of this dire ted graph
is log C and there is a unique shortest path between every pair of nodes that an be omputed
easily. (For more details about the de Bruin graphs see, e.g., [17℄.) If a node v in luster C wants
to send a message to node homeC (A), for some obje t A, then this message follows the edges on
the shortest path from v to homeC (A) in the de Bruijn network. In this way, ea h node on this
path only needs to know the physi al address of the next node on the path. This information an
be obtained easily if every node stores the physi al addresses of the nodes in ident on its outgoing
edges.
The pri e for routing messages along shortest paths in the de Bruijn network is that the
sear h within a luster has ost O(diam(C )log jC j) rather than O(diam(C )) be ause it visits up
to dlog jC je 1 intermediate nodes. Clearly, one an save ost by memorizing a larger neighborhood. This yields the following tradeo . If a node memorizes k  2 neighbors for ea h of its at
most two de Bruijn verti es of luster C , then a sear h in luster C has ost O(diam(C )logk jC j).
Consequently, adapting the bound on the ost of a ess, insert, and delete operations in Lemma 5
to the new situation yields the following result.
Lemma 7 For every k  2,

Embedding de Bruijn graphs.

log

log

1

2

2

log

2

log

log



every a ess, insert, or delete operation of a node u wrt an obje t A an be performed at ost



for every luster C , ea h node
neighborhood, and



for every luster C , ea h node v 2 C needs to hold
homeC (A) = v and luster C ontains opies of A.

3.3

((

)logk n)

O ` u; A

v

2C

needs to memorize
O

( ) words to store the de Bruijn

O k

(1)

signposts for every obje t

A

if

Analysis of memory requirement

It remains to ount all labels, addresses and signposts over all lusters that need to be stored in
the lo al memory modules of the nodes.
7

Let ` denote the maximum number of obje ts that an be stored in the main memory
of any node. Let k denote the number of memorized de Bruijn neighbors. Then the lo al memory
requirement is

 


Lemma 8

(H)

O

d

`

words, w.h.p.

log ` + log n + k)
1 + log
n

;

. A node is ontained in d(H) lusters. We will show, for every luster C , ea h node
2 holds at most O((` + log n)(log n) log(n`)) signposts, w.h.p. Lemma 7 shows that the
additional number of words that need to be stored for the de Bruijn neighborhood is O(k) per
luster. Furthermore, we will need an q = O(log(n`))-wise independent hash fun tion in order to
show the upper bound on the number of signposts. For the representation of this hash fun tion we
require O(log(n`)) words of memory in every node. Putting altogether, we obtain an upper bound
on the lo al memory requirement
of



log(
n`)
O d(H) (` + log n)
log n + k + log(n`) ;
whi h after simpli ation orresponds to the bound in the lemma.
Fix a luster C . Ignore all signposts belonging to other lusters. We have to show that ea h
node v in C holds at most O((` + log n)(log n) log(n`)) signposts, with probability 1 n , for
any onstant > 0. Re all that only the node homeC (A) = key(A) mod jC j may hold a signpost
dire ted to a opy of A where key(A) is de ned by a q-wise independent hash fun tion.
Let R denote the set of obje ts with at least one opy in luster C . We partion R into  =
d`= log ne groups R ; : : : ; R ea h of whi h having size at most
2jRj log` n  2log njC j :
(The last inequality holds be ause jRj  `jC j as ea h node in C an store at most ` obje ts.) For
a node v 2 C , let ri(v) (1  i  ) denote the number of signposts for obje ts from Ri that are
stored on v.
Our hash fun tion aims to distribute the signposts evenly among the nodes in the luster. In
fa t, applying Lemma 6 yields
q


Prob(ri (v)  q)  2logqnjC j jC2 j
q

4
e log n

Proof
v
C

1

1

1



q

`

1

n

;

provided q = log(n`) with > 0 denoting
a suitable onstant. Now let r(v) denote the number
of signposts on v for all obje ts in R = Si R(i). Then
Prob(r(v)  q)  ` n  n :
Finally observe that




` + log n
`
q =
log n log(n`) = O log n log(n`) :
This ompletes the proof of Lemma 8.
ut
Combining the bounds in Lemma 4, Lemma 7, and Lemma 8 yields Main Lemma 2 stated at
the beginning of this se tion.
1

1

=1

1

1
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4

Deterministi stret h

The probability for the bound on the expe ted stret h in the Main Lemma in Se tion 3 is w.r.t. the
randomized onstru tion of the hierar hi al lustering of Bartal [8, 9℄. This means that there are
possibly some allo ations of opies to nodes in whi h a esses issued by parti ular nodes are always
very expensive. This might be a eptable for insert or delete requests (for whi h one typi ally aims
to minimize the overall work load) but it is not a eptable for reads to data obje ts (whi h typi ally
o ur mu h more frequently, and for whi h one aims to minimize the laten y for any parti ular
request). The following lemma addresses this problem.
Lemma 9 Using O (log n) opies of the data tra king s heme presented in Se tion 3, one an ensure
a deterministi stret h fa tor of O(s(H)logk n log n) for a read operation, and an expe ted stret h
fa tor of O(s(H)logk n log n) for the insert and delete operations.
Proof. Consider a randomized lustering s heme H generating a hierar hi al lustering H (G)
with stret h s(H). Applying the Markov inequality to Ex[distT H (u; v)℄  s(H) yields
Prob[distT H (u; v)  2s(H)℄  21 ;
for every pair of nodes u; v 2 V . Now suppose we use H for generating r = 2log n independent
hierar hi al lusterings H ; : : : ; Hr . Then
 r
n(n 1) 1
1
Prob[9u; v 2 V; 8i 2 f1; : : : ; rg : distT H (u; v)  2s(H)℄ 
2
2  2 : (2)
Initially, our data tra king s heme repeatedly generates r-tuples of hierar hi al partitions terminating with the rst tuple H  = (H  ; : : : ; Hr ) satisfying
max min distH  (u; v)  2s(H) :
u;v 2V ir
(

(

)

)

1

(

i)

1

i

1

Equation 2 shows that this pro ess terminates after generating only O(log n) tuples, w.h.p.
We implement r versions of our data tra king s heme, the ith version is based on partitioning
Hi . Insert and delete operations are always exe uted in all versions. The expe ted ost for these
operations in reases by at most a fa tor of 2r = O(log n) sin e equation 2 implies
X
Ex[distH (u; v)℄  2rs(H)
ir

i

1

be ause the randomized pro ess generating the partitions hooses e e tively an s-tuple from a probability distribution (H)s in whi h ea h s-tuple has at most twi e the probability as in Hs. Thus, the
expe ted stret h for insert and delete operations in reases from O((H)logk n) to O(s(H)logk n log n).
In order to perform a sear h pro edure for an obje t A initiated at a node u, we alternate in
round robin fashion among the r versions of the data tra king s heme. In a rst round, for every
version, we sear h for opies of A in the smallest lusters ontaining u. If we do not nd a opy in of
A in one of these lusters then, in the next iteration, we inspe t lusters of the next higher level of
all the lustering hierar hies. (A more pra ti al implementation may inspe t all lusters of the same
level of all versions in parallel.) This way, a read operation always lo ates a opy of A at distan e
2distG (u; A)s(H). Thus, the ost for performing a read operation is 2rdistG (u; A)s(H) logk n and,
hen e, the stret h fa tor for a read operation is O(s(H)logk n log n). This ompletes the proof of
Lemma 9.
ut
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The modi ed data tra king s heme in the proof of Lemma 9 in urs an extra O(log n) fa tor
in the memory overhead at ea h node: This fa t ombined with Lemma 9 on ludes the proof of
Theorem 1.
5

Adaptability

An important aspe t of our tra king s heme is its adaptability to hanges in network onditions.
We onsider a s enario in whi h the nodes of the network may leave or enter the system over time.
We de ne the adaptability of a tra king s heme to be the number of nodes that have to be updated
when a node enters or leaves. We show that the amortized adaptability of our tra king s heme is
O (log n).
We rst address the ase when a node u leaves the system. Consider a luster C to whi h u
belongs. If C (u) is jC j 1, then there are two ases. If jC j 1 is not a power of 2, then the label
C (u) is emulated by the node u0 that has a label identi al to that of u ex ept in bit position 0.
The neighbor table at u0 is updated to a ount for the new neighbors asso iated with the label.
Furthermore, the pointer list is also updated on the basis of the pointer information stored in the
reverse neighbors of u. Thus, the total number of nodes that are updated is O(log jC j). If jC j 1
is a power of 2, then ea h node other than u has two labels. On the removal of u, the height of
the a ess trees de rease by 1. Ea h node now maintains exa tly one of its labels and merges the
pointer lists asso iated with the two labels. Thus, all of the jC j nodes are updated. We nally
onsider the ase in whi h C (u) is less than jC j 1. In this ase, we set the label of the node with
urrent label jC j 1 to C (u), and then repeat the updates asso iated with the removal of the node
with label jC j 1. Again, the number of nodes updated is O(log jC j). Thus, in a sequen e of node
departures, the amortized adaptability within a luster is O(log n).
When a node u enters a luster C , then it is assigned a new label jC j. There are two ases.
If jC j + 1 is not a power of 2, then the node that was previously emulating the label jC j and its
reverse neighbors need to be updated. Thus, the number of updates, taken over all a ess trees for
the luster, is O(log jC j). If jC j + 1 is a power of 2, then prior to the addition of u, ea h node had
exa tly 1 label. But after the addition of u, ea h node other than u needs to emulate two labels.
The height of the a ess trees also in reases by 1. Consequently, the number of nodes updated is
jC j. Sin e this ost an be amortized against earlier node additions, we obtain in a sequen e of
node additions, the amortized adaptability within a luster is O(log n).
The above adaptation me hanism does not a hieve amortized O(log n) adaptability within a
luster for a sequen e that ontains nodes both entering and leaving the system. We a hieve this
bound by allowing the number of labels to be up to four times the size of the luster. This in reases
the number of labels emulated by a node by at most a fa tor of 2. When a node leaves, the relabeling
of the nodes is done only when the ratio of the number of labels to the size of the luster is less than
4. Using standard amortized analysis, we show that the amortized number of nodes updated within
a luster for any sequen e of network hanges is O(log n). Sin e ea h node belongs to O(log n)
lusters, the amortized adaptability is O(log n).
3

2

3

6

Future work

It would be interesting to devise low-stret h lustering hierar hies that ould adapt well to a highly
dynami network environment. Su h a hierar hy, when ombined with our data tra king s heme,
would provide a tra king s heme that ould be used, for example, in mobile network s enarios or in
10

networks whose data traÆ pattern tends to hange often (also hanging the osts of ommuni ation
between nodes).
Another extension would be to develop data tra king s hemes for obje ts that may appear
in di erent representation formats in the network (e.g., image and video les is a distributed
multimedia network). A node may re ognize only a few representation formats among the many
formats available for an obje t. Some nodes in the network may be able to perform a format
onversion, at some spe i ed ost. Therefore the ost of a read operation now depends not only on
the ommuni ation osts between pair of nodes, but also on the onversion osts at the nodes.
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